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Abstract—One area Computer Science concerns itself with
is performance of software. Good performance requires fast
hardware. However, there is a trade-off, as faster hardware
consumes more electrical power. Because of cost, the desire is
to have low-power hardware. Such competing objectives can be
modelled as a multi-objective search problem. In this paper,
we explore the use of a multi-objective local search algorithm
(Pareto Local Search) to generate a Pareto front which can aid
when faced with the mentioned trade-offs, so that appropriate
hardware designs can be selected. Local search methods are well
known in artificial intelligence, but have not been applied to the
described problem. We make use of a well-known benchmark,
the Fast Fourier Transform (a parallel version). Included in
our exploration is the evaluation of different designs for the
benchmark: software design exploration. Our results prove that
this is a promising avenue for research, especially since search
space exploration is very fast. However, some challenges have to
be addressed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chip Multiprocessor (CMP) architectures are the current
trend in Central Processing Unit (CPU) design [1]. They offer
performance (program execution time) improvements over
single-core designs through increased parallelism. However,
they also have issues with power usage; as attributes such as
clock speed and cache size head towards current limitations,
increased power usage [2] means higher costs for establish-
ments with numerous machines and a tight power budget, such
as data centres.

Trying to minimize power usage or minimize execution
times are single-objective search problems. We use the term
“search,” as is used in artificial intelligence [3], instead of
“optimization,” which is commonly used in applied mathe-
matics. Because of the competing requirements of low power
usage and high performance, combining requires formulating
the joint problem as a multi-objective search problem. This is
a combinatorial problem with potentially a very large search
space, depending on how many CPU design options are
considered, therefore exhaustive enumeration of all possible
configurations would take a very long time. If we are dealing
with N possible configuration options, each of which have
p possible settings, we end up with a search space of pN
i.e. exponential in the number of configuration options. The
search space is normally searched with simulators, not actual
hardware, because it would be too expensive to purchase

computers with all possible hardware configurations in the
search space. Cycle accurate simulators are normally used, but
are very slow, meaning that only a small part of the search
space can be searched [2].

In this paper, our contributions are as follows:

1) We propose an approach to solving the power/per-
formance multi-objective search problem based on a
category of methods developed in the field of artificial
intelligence: local search. Local search methods, as
compared to exhaustive search methods, sacrifice
completeness and optimality for low memory usage
and fast execution time [3], [4]. We therefore aim
for fast execution time for the experiments, with rea-
sonable results.The local search method we employ
is Pareto Local Search (PLS) [5]. Since this is local
search, the search space is reduced a great deal, with
low memory usage. Our approach is therefore of great
significance.

2) The algorithm we use generates a pareto front. This
gives a number of possible configurations which,
when compared to one another, are better in some
attributes, but worse in others. The user of our
approach can therefore decide which configuration to
use, depending on criteria such as power budget and
need for fast execution of workload.

3) We demonstrate our approach by implementing PLS
to work with an interval multi-core simulator: Sniper
[6]. This allows for fast execution time.

4) We explore not only multi-core CPU exploration but
also program design. We demonstrate this using a
benchmark available with Sniper: fft (Fast Fourier
Transform). Our results demonstrate the usefulness of
the local search/interval simulator/hardware/software
design exploration.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II gives an overview of relevant literature; Section III gives
more details on our methodology; Section IV discusses our
experimental environment; Section V presents our results;
Section VI discusses our results; Section VII presents a brief
summary and plans for future work.



II. BACKGROUND

Heirman et al. [7] carried out a study on the suitabil-
ity of Sniper and the McPAT module for hardware/software
co-optimization. They used an Intel Nehalem configuration,
similar to what we used, and tried to come up with optimal
CPU designs when a certain improvement was made in CPU
component size. They also studied how to modify implementa-
tion of a benchmark for faster execution, by modifying certain
parallelism properties. However, their modifications were made
with knowledge of which parameters are likely to yield better
results. Our approach investigates use of a systematic local
search approach, which limits the actual search area of the
combinatorial search space for good results in less time. Hoste
and Eeckhout [8] applied a systematic search approach from
artificial intelligence, Evolutionary Algorithms, to optimize
parameter setting for a C compiler in the Gnu Compiler
Collection. They considered two objectives: code quality (exe-
cution time) and compilation time; their was therefore a multi-
objective search problem. Our work differs because we use
a local search method, and apply it to a different problem,
hardware/software design exploration.

Mittal et al. [2] studied design space exploration using
dynamic profiling. They focused on cache design exploration,
with a view that this component of the CPU has a large impact
on power consumption and application response time. They
achieve average errors in execution time of 3.7% and memory
subsystem energy of 3.3%. However, they had a narrow focus,
on the cache and related memory subsystem. We attempt to
investigate design of a broader range of computer architecture
components. Ubal et al. [9] explored various configuration
and design options in relation to CPU, Graphical Processing
Units (GPUs), and Accelerated Processing Units (APUs). They
developed a simulation framework. However, their focus was
on memory coherency modelling and reliability modelling. Our
focus is on execution time and power usage. Kotera et al. [1]
studied cached configurations which are power aware, enabling
administrators to select designs which can reduce energy by
up to 20% while maintaining performance, or reduce energy
consumption by up to 54% with a performance degradation
of 13%. Again, the focus was on the cache, while our focus
looks at broader design of CPU-related computer architecture
components.

There have been other studies devoted to improving per-
formance of software on CPUs, for example [10], which is
a survey of approaches focused on improving performance
by better contention-aware processor allocation by the op-
erating system scheduler and [11] which focuses on better
performance by tuning the operating system scheduler. Our
problem is different: we want to study hardware/software
design exploration.

Paquete et al. [5] applied the Pareto Local search to a
theoretical problem: the Travelling Salesman Problem. We
apply it to a computer system performance problem. Lust
et al. [12] also tackled the Travelling Salesman Problem,
with a variation on PLS. Zitzler et al. [13] developed an
evolutionary algorithm for multi-objective search, which works
with knowledge of pareto front issues. We will intend to use it
at a later point to compare against our use of PLS, but expect
execution time to be far greater than with PLS.

From our literature review, it is evident that our study
is considerably different from other studies in the area of
performance and power usage trade-offs. This paper discusses
our initial results.

III. METHODOLOGY

Our methodology is based on a multi-objective local search
algorithm: Pareto Local Search (PLS). It also involves selection
of a simulator capable of running benchmarks on many dif-
ferent hardware configurations, as well as a benchmark. Given
N parameters, each having p different settings, there are pN
different states in the search space. For each state, there is a
corresponding power usage when running the benchmark (in
watts), as well as an execution time (in seconds). PLS was
chosen because local search methods greatly reduce the search
space and memory requirements, although at the expense of
optimality and completeness. This means, local search might
not find a solution if it exists, and might not find an optimal
solution, if there are several. However, we can quickly validate
our ideas using local search, hence its selection.

The following sub-sections describe the PLS search algo-
rithm, and the class representation of a state.

A. PLS

The algorithm in [5] was modified and implemented, with
various states being represented by objects. The algorithm
appears as Python code in Figure 1.

def P a r e t o L o c a l S e a r c h ( s t a r t ) :
t =0
a r c h i v e = s e t ( )
s t = s t a r t
Upda teArch ive ( a r c h i v e , s t )
whi le not A l l V i s i t e d ( a r c h i v e ) :

f o r s t p in s t . Neighborhood ( ) :
i f not s t p . SDominatedByAny ( a r c h i v e ) :

Upda teArch ive ( a r c h i v e , s t p )
s t . v i s i t e d =True
t = t +1
s t = P i c k A r c h i v e ( a r c h i v e )
P r i n t A r c h i v e ( a r c h i v e , t )

re turn a r c h i v e

Fig. 1. Pareto Local Search Python Implementation

Before discussing the PLS algorithm, we must explain
pareto search. The ideas come from [5], [12]. In most multi-
object search problems, we cannot compare two candidate
solutions using a single fitness/objective function value from
each. Rather, each candidate solution could have two or more
objective function values (hence the term “multi”). Hence,
one candidate solution u is better than another one v if u
“dominates” v, where u and v are represented as vectors.

Definition 1: (Dominance). We say that vector u =
(u1, . . . , uK) dominates a vector v = (v1, . . . , vK) if and only
if uk ≤ vk∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} ∧ ∃k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} : uk < vk.
This is denoted by u ≺ v [5].

Definition 2: (Pareto local optimum and Pareto local opti-
mum set). Let p be a feasible solution, N be a neighbourhood,



and f = (f1, f2) be a vector of objective function values, f1
for power, in watts, and f2 for execution time in microseconds,
both of which are to be minimized.

• p is a Pareto local optimum with respect to N if
and only if there is no r in the neighbourhood of p
such that f(r) ≺ f(p).

• A set P is a Pareto local optimum set with respect
to N if and only if it contains only Pareto local
optimum solutions with respect to the neighbourhood
considered.

In our PLS algorithm implementation, the following steps
occur. First the time counter is initialized to zero. Then an
archive is created, with no states in it i.e. it is empty, initially.
Then the initial state st is initialized. In our modified PLS, this
is passed in as a parameter to the function. UpdateArchive( )
is then called and the initial state is added to the archive. The
archive is returned at the end of the function as containing the
states which the algorithm has come across, which dominate
other states come across, but with the property that no state in
any pair of states in the archive dominates the other in the pair.
When UpdateArchive( ) is used to update the archive, a check
is first made to ensure that no state in the archive dominates
the new state, and is also not equal to the new state. Also, once
the new state is confirmed as being added to the archive, all
states in the archive that the new state dominates are removed.

Once the loop is entered, an inner loop goes through all
neighbours of the current state and evaluates them. Each one
is then considered for inclusion in the archive, as described
in the previous paragraph. Once the neighbours of the current
state have all been considered, the current state is marked as
“visited” i.e. no need to look at it again. The time counter is
also incremented. Then a new current state is selected from
the archive (obviously one that has not yet been “visited”) and
the main loop continues. The algorithm terminates, returning
the archive, once all states in the archive have been visited. We
also print the archive and time counter as a way of keeping
track of progress, and creating a log which can be used for
debugging and analysis.

B. State

Our configurations are represented as State objects. The
State class defines the following instance members.

• A “visited” boolean instance variable.

• Two data structures to store mappings of parameters
to their actual values for the given object. One stored
such mappings for hardware configuration parameters,
the other for software configuration parameters.

• A data structure to store the objective function value
vector, which can be used to compare various states.

• Methods to initialize the class, compare the object
with another one for dominance, and evaluate the state
i.e. actually execute the benchmark on the simulator
and extract the required power and performance values
and assign them to the objective function value vector.

• Methods to create configuration files for the simulator,
as well as necessary directories to keep the file system
organized.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

The following sub-sections describe aspects of our exper-
imental environment for hardware/software parameters, algo-
rithm and experimental system implementation, and execution
platform.

A. Hardware/Software Parameters

For our experiments we selected the CPU design parame-
ters in Table I, with their accompanying options. We restricted
the possible settings for each parameter to two options. This is
sufficient to demonstrate our approach. Two main parameters
which affect performance, according to Stallings [14], are
included. Possible settings for CPU parameters in Sniper are
explained in the Sniper user manual [15].

The Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) latency
CPU affects memory access time. The DRAM controller band-
width supported by the CPU also affects the speed with which
data and instructions can be fetched from memory. Larger
cache size means less frequent access of DRAM to fetch
data and instructions i.e. greater likelihood that the needed
data is already on the chip. The number of cores sharing the
level 3 (L3) cache can affect performance, depending on the
memory access pattern of the program. Lastly, the number of
cores (which is equivalent to the number of threads in the
benchmark) can affect performance, by allowing for greater
parallelism, or less parallelism. This last parameter (5) maps
onto a design decision in the benchmark: how many parallel
threads should be supported? In this case, this also means: how
many cores should there be in total on the CPU?

TABLE I. SELECTED DESIGN OPTIONS FOR EXPERIMENT

# Parameter Options Units

1 DRAM Latency 50 or 100 nanoseconds

2 DRAM Controller Bandwidth 2 or 5 GB/s

3 L3 Cache Size 4 or 8 MB

4 L3 Shared Cores 4 or 8 # cores

5 Benchmark model/# cores 8 or 16 threads/cores

B. Algorithm and Experimental System Implementation

We made use of the Sniper interval multicore simulator [6]
to test our approach. All development was done in the Python
programming language [16]. Our system involved four main
components:

1) The Sniper simulator (written in C++ with a Python
interface). We used the Intel Nehalem processor as a
baseline configuration, which was then modified with
the configuration parameters we selected.

2) The benchmark: FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), with
scalable settings for greater parallelism.

3) The representation of a state: a Python class which
stores the specific parameter settings (from options
in Table I), as well as evaluation fitness value for the
state, and needed methods, such as Evaluate(), which
runs Sniper and extracts power and runtime data.

4) The PLS algorithm implementation and main driver
routines to create states, maintain an archive, cre-
ate necessary directories, and configuration files for
Sniper to run using a particular hardware configura-
tion.



C. Execution Platform

We carried out our experiments on a machine running
Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS, with a quad-core Core i7 3GHz
CPU, and 16GB RAM.

V. RESULTS

Section IV-A described the parameters we used. There were
five, with two options, making for 25 = 32 possible points in
the search space. A neighbour of a state (point in the search
space) is generated by modifying one of the parameters to take
on a new value. So, for example, if a state is represented by
a vector [0,1,0,1,0], the first neighbour will be [1,1,0,1,0], and
the second neighbour will be [0,0,0,1,0], etc. Here, 0 in the
first position in the vector, means that the 0th option is used
for the corresponding parameter, etc. Figure 2 shows a plot
of the pareto front generated. Table II shows the pareto set
generated. The execution time on this problem (as described
in Sub-section IV-A) was 8 minutes 53 seconds.

Fig. 2. Pareto Front Results: Time (microseconds) vs. Power (W)

TABLE II. GENERATED PARETO SET

# State Power (W) Time (µs)
(cores,latency,bandwidth,l3 size,# l3 shared)

1 [8, 50 ns, 5 GBs, 4 MB, 8] 46.98 349390

2 [8, 50 ns, 5 GBs, 8 MB, 4] 52.95 335867

3 [16, 50 ns, 2 GBs, 4 MB, 8] 43.05 554062

4 [8, 100 ns, 5 GBs, 4 MB, 8] 46.09 376867

5 [8, 50 ns, 2 GBs, 4 MB, 8] 44.93 420338

6 [16, 100 ns,5 GBs, 4 MB, 8] 44.88 452142

7 [8, 50 ns, 5 GBs, 4 MB, 4] 49.35 339438

8 [16, 100 ns, 2 GBs, 4 MB, 8] 42.43 597914

9 [8, 100 ns, 2 GBs, 4 MB, 8] 44.13 456256

10 [8, 50 ns, 5 GBs, 8 MB, 8] 48.88 346451

VI. DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the pareto front. This conforms to the pareto
curve described widely in the literature [5], [8], [12]. The
points further to the right (i.e. higher W values) are also lower
(i.e. lower µs), therefore they do no dominate one another. All
10 points in table II are visible, because they are sufficiently
different. If a pair of points were very close, they would not
be distinguishable in the chart. It is possible to have duplicate
states in the results. This is due to the simulator producing
different run times for different executions of the same state.

Recall that neighbouring states are generated. It is possible for
a state to be generated more than once, and if the simulator
gives a differing evaluation value vector, both “instances” can
make their way into the set, in line with the PLS algorithm.

We addressed this issue by maintaining a “visited” set
of states, so that duplicates are not considered after the first
occurrence. The simulator does not work with 100% accuracy,
and this is why, as mentioned in the conclusion, more work
is planned to investigate other simulators, and to see how
to get more deterministic results. In [7], it was reported
that experiments with Sniper yielded results with performance
errors of 22.1% and power errors of 8.3%.

One can see that states with 16 cores made it into the pareto
set. This indicates that the increased parallelism can yield
significant gains in execution time and/or power consumption.
It also indicates that the benchmark, the FFT, can scale well to
higher thread counts. Also, states with 8 MB cache size made
their way into the pareto set, indicating that that configuration
can yield significant gains in execution time and/or power
consumption.

One can extrapolate from these results. Our experiments
finished in 8 minutes 53 seconds and ran for 13 iterations
of the PLS algorithm. This is very fast execution time for
such a study, and one would expect significant time savings
even when increasing the number of configuration parameters
and options for each parameter, as compared to using a more
computationally intensive method which tries to search a larger
section of the search space, for example the Genetic Algorithm.

VII. CONCLUSION

Our study has demonstrated the usefulness of local search
methods for hardware/software design exploration. With the
PLS algorithm and Sniper simulator, we generated a pareto
optimal set, which can be used by experts to help them
decide on which hardware designs to use, as well as which
software designs to use i.e. they will know where to invest
their resources to meet their performance and power budget
requirements.

We plan to expand our study to include more hardware
design parameters, more software design parameters, other
simulators and benchmarks, and comparison with other multi-
objective search methods, such as Genetic Algorithms and
Two-Phase Pareto search.
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